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0. Introduction
This article investigates a class of relative clause constructions in Japanese which contain an
apparently empty subject position and display a non-ordinary tense interpretation of the past tense
morpheme. It is argued that the subject position in this construction is a dethematized position, to
which no 0-role is assigned. It will also be shown that the way the tense morpheme receives
interpretation, together with the fact that the subject position is dethematized, will naturally follow
from other features of the grammar of Japanese that are relevant to the notion of "property
ascription".
1. Facts
It has long been noticed that in a Japanese relative clause the past tense suffix sometimes displays a
progressive or simultaneous interpretation when attached to a certain class of verbs. (See Inoue
(1976) and Teramura (1984) and references cited there.) For instance, compare (1) and (2).1
(1) [booshi o kabut-ta] hito
hat Acc wear-Past person
(a) 'the person who wore a hat'
(b) 'the person who is wearing a hat'
(2) [booshi o kabut-tei-ru] hito
hat Acc wear-Prog-Pres person
'the person who is wearing a hat'
(1) is ambiguous between (a) the ordinary past tense reading and (b) the result-state reading. (2),
which contains the progressive of the verb, exhibits the result-state reading only. 2 (1) can be
contrasted with (3), which only displays the past tense interpretation.
(3) [booshi o kat-ta] hito
hat Acc buy-Past person
'the person who bought a hat'
Notice also that the result-state reading in question is not available if a position other than the
subject is relativized. Thus, if we turn (1) into a relative clause that contains a gap in the object
position, it will lose the result-state interpretation, as pointed out in Teramura (1984).
(4) [Taro ga kabut-ta]booshi
Nom wear-Past hat
'the hat which Taro wore'
In addition to a class of 'wearing' verbs, many unaccusative verbs enter into the same construction
and display the same type of ambiguity. For instance, observe (5) and (6).3
(5) [kusat-ta] yasai
rot-Past vegetable
'rotten vegetables'
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(6) [sabi-ta] kugi
rust-Past nail
'rusted nails'
In (5) and (6), the preferred interpretation is the result-state one, but it is not difficult to detect the
simple past event reading.
The main concern of this article, however, is the type of construction that is slightly different
from the examples discussed so far. Consider the following.
(7) [yude-ta] tamago
boil-Past egg
'eggs that are boiled'
(8) [chiisaku kit-ta] daikon
small cut-Past radish
'radish cut into small pieces'
Here again, there exists a systematic ambiguity. Under the more obvious interpretation, the relative
clause containing the past tense suffix denotes a result-state. It can also denote a simple event
reading. We often find a secondary predicate like chiisaku in (8) in this type of relative clause but it
is not mandatory.
It has to be noticed that both in (7) and (8), the apparent gap that corresponds to the relative
clause head noun occupies the object position and there is no overt subject. Schematically, we
assume the following structures for (7) and (8).
(7') [ NP* es yude - INFL ] tamagoi
(8') [ NP* es chiisaku kir- INFL daikon;
I would like to argue that the position indicated by NP* in (7') and (8') is a non-O -position. It can
easily be shown that the null subject in question is different from two other kinds of null entities
that frequently show up in Japanese sentences. The first kind, a context-dependent zero pronoun,
and the second kind, an invisible pronoun that induces an arbitrary interpretation, are both capable
of controlling another PRO in the subordinate clause.4
(9) ei [PROi terebi o mi-nagra] hon o yon-da
TV Acc watch-while book Acc read-Past
'(Hei) read a book while PROS watching TV.'
(10) [ PROarbs [ PROs terebi o mi-nagra hon o yom-u koto wa yoku-na-i
read-Pres that Top good-not-Pres
'It is not good to read a book while watching TV.'
Note that the main subject in (9) is a discourse-dependent pronoun and the subject of the
complement clause of koto (literally 'thing') is an arbitrary PRO. These entities, no matter how
they are analyzed, can serve as the antecedent for PRO that appears in the subject position of a non-
finite clause headed by nagara.
The relative clause construction under investigation behaves rather differently with respect to
control.
(11) [ NP* [ PRO terebi o mi-nagara es yude-ta tamagoi
TV Acc watch-while boil-Past egg
'the egg which (he) boiled while watching TV'
(12) [ NP* [ PRO terebi o mi-nagara es chiisaku kit-ta daikons
TV Acc watch-while small cut-Past radish
'the radish which (he) cut into small pieces'
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Notice that the relative clauses in (11) and (12) have lost the result-state interpretation. They are
interpretable only as past events. Moreover, the missing subject in each sentence must now receive
a context-dependent interpretation, as indicated by the presence of a personal pronoun in the
translations. If NP* in (7') and (8') were truly either the context-dependent null pronoun or the
arbitrary PRO, it should be able to license the controlled PRO in (11) and (12). This clearly
indicates that the NP* in (7') and (8') is not either of these types of empty categories.
There is another piece of evidence that suggests that the missing subject position in (7') and
(8') is a non-0 position. If the NP* in (7') and (8') were a 0-position, it should be able to serve as
the antecedent for anaphors. Japanese zibun 'self', a reflexive form, is an anaphor and hence it
requires an antecedent. The following examples indicate that the missing subject in (7') and (8')
cannot bind the reflexive form.5
(13) [ NP* [ zibun no heya de ] ei yude-ta tamagoi
self 's room in	 boil-Past egg
'the egg which (hej) boiled in (hisj) own room'
(14) [ NP* [ zibun no heya de ei chiisaku kit-ta daikoni
self 's room in	 small cut-Past radish
'the radish which (hei) cut into small pieces in (hisj) own room'
Again, (13) and (14) only have the event reading and have lost the result-state reading.
Concomitantly, the missing subject must now be interpreted as a context-dependent null pronoun.
This further supports our contention that the missing subject position in question is in fact a
dethematized position.
It is important to note at this point that the relative clause constructions in question have close
parallels just like the 'wearing verb' cases we observed in (1) and (2).6
(15) [NP* ei chiisaku kit-ta] daikoni
small cut-Past radish
'radish cut into small pieces'
(16) [ ei chiisaku kit-tea-ru] daikoni
small cut-Res-Pres radish
'radish cut into small pieces'
The resultative aspectual morpheme tea attaches to a transitive verb stem and detransitivizes it, just
like the passive morpheme rare detransitivizes a transitive verb.
(17) dareka ga daikon o kit-ta
someone Nom radish Acc cut-Past
'Someone cut the radish.'
(18) daikon ga kit-tea-ru
radish Nom cut-Res-Pres
'The radish is cut.'
(19) daikon ga kir-are-ta
radish Nom cut-Pass-Past
'The radish was cut.'
Thus, the contrast between the event reading found in (17) and the result-state reading found in (18)
is neutralized in the relative clause construction, and hence we find (15) ambiguous between these
two readings. We have to also note that this kind of neutralization is restricted to verbs of a
certain semantic class.
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(20) [NP* ei kat-ta] honi
buy-Past book
'the book which (he) bought'
(21) [NP* ei tabe-ta] ringoi
eat-Past apple
'the apple which (he) ate'
(22) [NP* ei mitsuke-ta] tamagoi
find-Past egg
'the egg which (he) found'
All of these relative clauses permit event readings but not result-state readings. The main verb of
the relative clause must be chosen from a class of verbs that denote some sort of change of state or
property.
(23) [NP* ei futatsu ni ot-ta] hankachii
two into fold-Past handkerchief
'the handkerchief folded into two'
(24) [NP* ei kireini tsutsun-da] hakoi
beautifully wrap-Past box
'the box which is wrapped beautifully'
(25) [NP* ei mus-ita] imoi
steam-Past potato
'the potato which is steamed'
(26) [NP* ei satoo o kake-ta] pani
sugar Acc sprinkle-Past bread
'the bread which is sprinkled with sugar'
(27) [NP* ei bara o ue-ta] niwai
rose Acc plant-Past garden
'the garden in which roses are planted'
As (26) and (27) indicate, the gap need not be in the direct object position.
We have to note here that even with these verbs, if the subject position is relativized, there
will be no result-state reading available.
(28) [ ei hankachi o futatsu ni of-ta hitoi
handkerchief Acc two into fold-Past person
'the person who folded the handkerchief into two'
(29) [ ei hako o kireini tsutsun-da hitoi
box Acc beautifully wrap-Past person
'the person who wrapped the box beautifully'
(30) [ ei imo o mus-ita] hitoi
potato Acc steam-Past person
'the person who steamed the potato'
(31) [ ei pan ni satoo o kake-ta hitoi
bread Dat sugar Acc sprinkle-Past person
'the person who sprinkled the bread with sugar'
(32) [ ei niwa ni bara o ue-ta hitoi
garden Dat rose Acc plant-Past person
'the person who planted roses in the garden'
All of these examples are interpreted as denoting past events. Contrast these cases with the
'wearing' verb case in (1).
Similarly, if the subject position is filled by an overt NP, the result-state reading disappears.
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(33) [Taro ga ei futatsu ni of-ta] hankachii
Nom two into fold-Past handkerchief
'the handkerchief which Taro folded into two'
(34) [Taro ga	 kireini tsutsun-da] hakoi
Nom beautifully wrap-Past box
'the box which Taro wrapped beautifully'
(35) [Taro ga ei mus-ita] imoi
Nom steam-Past potato
'the potato which Taro steamed'
(36) [Taro ga ei satoo o kake-ta] pani
Nom sugar Acc sprinkle-Past bread
'the bread which Taro sprinkled with sugar'
(37) [Taro ga ei bars o ue-ta] niwai
Nom rose Acc plant-Past garden
'the garden in which Taro planted roses'
These examples also denote past events.
3. Generalizations and questions
We have seen that the result-state reading is available in the relative clause constructions that involve
the past tense morpheme -ta, and verbs of property change. Moreover, the result-state reading is
not available if the subject position is lexically filled. 7 We have observed that the relative clauses in
(7) and (8), repeated here for convenience, contain non-0 subject positions.
(7) [yude-ta] tamago
boil-Past egg
'eggs that are boiled'
(8) [chiisaku kit-ta] daikon
small cut-Past radish
'radish cut into small pieces'
(7') [ NP* ei yude INFL tamagoi
(8') [ NP* ei chiisaku kir- INFL daikon;
Based on these observations, we must look for answers to the following set of questions, which
probably are inter-related with each other.
	
(38) a	 Why is the result-state reading available only in relative clauses?
	
b	 Why is the result-state reading available only when the Past tense morpheme is present?
	
c	 Why is the result-state reading available only with verbs of a certain class?
	
d	 Why is the result-state reading available only when the subject is dethematized?
(38a) must be answered in conjunction with a specific analysis of modification as opposed to
predication. (38b) must be considered by taking into account some of the language specific
properties of the past tense morpheme -ta in Japanese. (38c) calls for an analysis of aspectual
properties of the verbs in Japanese, which is closely related to (38b). Finally, (38d) is a question
that cannot be answered without making reference to the notion of 'property ascription'. In the
following sections, I will propose a set of theoretical assumptions, from which answers to the
above set of questions will hopefully be derived in a natural way.
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4. Property ascription and stativity
There seems to be a systematic tendency in natural language that favors the subject position as the
target for the so-called 'property reading'. It is found in a number of occasions that two truth-
conditionally identical (or at least difficult to discern exact differences) forms are felt to be distinct in
the way a property is ascribed to a certain syntactic constituent. Thus, in the following well-known
constructions, (a) seems to convey more than (b) does; (a) ascribes a certain property to the matrix
subject while (b) does not.
(39) a	 John is easy to please.
	
b	 It is easy to please John.
(40) a	 Mary is likely to win.
	
b	 It is likely that Mary will win.
(41) a	 Taro ga hanasi-yasu-i
Nom talk-easy-Pres
'Taro is easy to talk to.'
b Tam ni hanas-u no wa yooi-da
to talk-Pres that Top easy-Pres
'It is easy to talk to Taro.'
Similarly, the superficial subject position is known to induce a certain generic interpretation.
(42) a	 Beavers build dams.
	
b	 Dams are built by beavers.
I will claim that the notion of 'property ascription' is crucially dependent upon the syntactic
position identified as the immediate daughter of IP.
(43) [ip	 NP	 VP ]
This position systematically picks out the specifier of IP in English, but if Japanese allows
recursive adjunction to IP in the sense of Fukui (1986), the so-called multiple subject construction
should exhibit multi-layered property ascription, which seems to be the case.
(44) Taro ga tenisu ga deki-ru
Nom tennis Nom capable-Pres
'Taro can play tennis.'
(45) Taro ga okane ga hosi-i
Nom money Nom want-Pres
'Taro wants money.'
(46) Taro ga okusan ga amerikajin da
Nom wife Nom American Copula
'Taro is such that his wife is an American.'
(47) zoo ga hana ga nag-i
elephant Nom trunk Nom long-Pres
'The elephant is such that it's trunk is long.'
(44) and (45) are instances of object-ga marking in the sense of Kuno (1973). Thus, the second
ga-marked NP does not induce a property reading. For instance, in (44) , the property of being
able to play tennis is ascribed to Taro; (44) is a property-statement about Taro, not about tennis. On
the other hand, in (46) and (47), which schematically have the structures in (46') and (47'), involve
two sets of property ascriptions.
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(46') [Ip Taro ga
	
okusan ga [I , VP INFL ]]
(47') bp zoo ga [Ip hang ga [h VP INFL ]]
We naturally interpret (46), for instance, as a statement about Taro's property such that his wife is
an American as well as a statement about Taro's wife's property such that she is an American.
Note that the property ascription in the present sense is limited to stative predicates. Thus,
non-stative predicates do not permit the relevant reading in the subject position.8
(48) Taro ga tenisu o si-ta
Nom tennis Acc do-Past
'Taro played tennis.'
(49) Taro ga okane o nakus-ita
Nom money Ace lose-Past
'Taro lost money.'
I would like to propose that in the dethematized relative clause and other relative clauses denoting
result-state, the predicate has actually turned into stative. Assuming that there are distinct types of
eventualities in the sense of Bach (1986), I will assume that the class of verbs that enter into the
dethematized relative clause construction have two event components. Following the tradition of
Davidson's ideas on event positions, I will represent the relevant portion of the logical form of (7)
as follows. Cf. also Davidson (1967), Diesing (1990), Higginbotham (1989), Kratzer (1989), and
Parsons (1989) among others.9
(50) (Ee) [ Past(e) & boil(e) & Them*, the egg) & Agent(e, x)
(51) (Ee')(Ee) [ boil(e) & Them*, the egg) & Result(&, e, the egg) ]
The event reading of (7) corresponds to (50) and the result-state reading to (51). Notice that (51)
involves two eventualities, a change and a state whereas (50) involves only one eventuality. In
essence, (50) claims that there was a past event, which was a boiling even and the theme of the
event was the egg and the agent of the event was some individual not determined by the sentence
grammar. On the other hand, (51) claims that there were two eventualities. The first event is a
boiling event, the theme of which was the egg, and the second eventuality is a state that has resulted
due to the first event, and upon the egg. No direct reference to the past tense is made in (51).10
I will assume following Teramura (1984) that Japanese -ta is ambiguous. 11 It has the pure
aspectual interpretation in addition to the more ordinary tense interpretation. The aspectual
interpretation is one that introduces a secondary eventuality in the logical form of the sentence,
namely, the result-state. In a very limited context, one finds a result-state interpretation even in
simple sentences.
(52) ooklku nat-ta ne !
big become-Past
'(You) have grown.'
The aspectual -ta affects the logical form in two respects. First, it is incompatible with any tense
relation to the eventuality. Since the perfective aspect it introduces surfaces the result-state into the
logical form, the primary eventuality will be 'demoted'. Second, due to the nature of the result-
state, the second eventuality must be a state. It is predicted that these two features will make the
clause inconsistent if an eventive adverb or specific reference to time is made. This seems to be
true.
(53) [NP* ooisogide ei yude-ta tamagoi
very quickly boil-Past egg
'the egg which (he) boiled quickly'
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(54) [NP* kinoo ei yude-ta tamagoi
yesterday boil-Past egg
'the egg which (he) boiled yesterday'
These two relative clauses seem to permit only the event reading, as predicted.
When a modifier modifies a noun (or a noun phrase), there seem to be two imaginable
situations with respect to the relations between the matrix eventuality and the eventuality that comes
from the modifier, which itself is a kind of predicate. The following two examples illustrate the
two typical situations.
(55) a [ red ] book.
(56) a book [ which Tom bought ]
These two expressions involve the following respective event structures.12
(57) (Ee1XEe2) [ red(ei) & theme(ei, x) & book(e2) & theme(e2, x)]
(58) (Ee0(Ee2) [ Past(ei) & buy(ei) & agent(ei, 1) & theme(ei, x) & book(e2) & theme(e2, x)]
The former case, in which no tense is applied to the modifier, is a case of tenseless eventuality. It
is a pure modifier interpreted in such a way that the denotation of the modifier and the denotation of
the modified are conjoined set-theoretically (at least in this simple case), perhaps accompanied by a
mechanism of 0 discharging in the sense of Higginbotham (1985,1989). The latter case embodies a
single past event with which another eventuality, being a book in this case, is connected.
A finite relative clause is usually a representative case of the second sort. This is almost
inevitable because a finite clause always contains a pure tense. In Japanese, however, as we have
been observing, superficially finite relative clauses do not necessarily contain tense. By the use of
the aspectual -ta, the tensed modifier can turn into a tenseless modifier. In fact, this hypothesis
receives an indirect support from the area of lexicalization. Since the -ta can be used as a simple
marker for the result-state, certain syntactic combinations have been lexicalized. There are several
lexicalized adjectives which consist of a verb stem and -ta.13
(59) kawat-ta otoko	 < kawar- 'to change'
peculiar man
'a peculiar man'
(60) sugure-ta hon	 < sugure- 'to excel'
excellent book
'an excellent book'
(61) bakage-ta hanashi	 < bakage- 'to be idiotic'
ridiculous story
a ridiculous story'
(62) hinekure-ta kangae	 < hinekure- 'to distort'
distorted view
'a distorted view'
The existence of such lexicalized adjectives that mirror the syntactic configuration of the relative
clause lends an indirect support for the present analysis.
The above considerations have provided answers to some of the questions addressed in the
previous section. See (38). The characteristic property of -ta such that it may be purely aspectual
opens a possibility for a clause to become a tenseless modifier. Even though we have to admit that
the explanation here is less than complete, it is very natural that a clause that functions as a nominal
modifier may undergo this change. The transition from an action to a result-state, however, is
restricted for semantic reasons. This process may only apply to verbs that inherently contain a
certain change of state. All these considerations conspire to provide partial (if not total) answers for
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questions (38A) through (38C). The next section is devoted to answering (38D), the question
about the dethematized nature of the subjects in (7) and (8).
5. State-result and dethematization
It has already been established that the predicates in (7) and (8) are interpreted as result-states rather
than as actions. The remaining question is why the result-state reading becomes available only
when the subject position is dethematized. As we will see immediately below, the dethematization
of the subject position is only superficial. In fact, we will claim that a new 0 role is assigned to the
missing subject position. Remember that we have assumed that the aspectual -ta introduces a
secondary eventuality into the logical form of the expression. Notice that this new eventuality
requires a new external 0 role.
(63) (Ee')(Ee) [ boil(e) & Theme(e, x) & Result(e', e, x) J
This logical form contains a new NP argument within the sub expression " Result(e', e, x)", the
position indicated by "x". This position, due to the nature of the lexical semantics of yude- 'to
boil', must be filled by a covariable that occupies the theme argument of the boiling event. In other
words, it is the theme object of the boiling event that undergoes some change and acquires a new
state, namely becoming boiled. Following Marantz (1984), I assume that the external 0 role is
compositionally and indirectly assigned to the SPEC of IP. Thus, in order for this new argument,
call it a result argument, to be realized, its 0 role must be discharged. As we have already seen, the
composite in (63) is interpreted as a result-state, an instance of the more general notion of
'property'. However, we have also concluded that property ascription is exercised only in the
subject position. In order to fulfill these requirements, the logical form of the stem plus the
aspectual morpheme must acquire the following thematic structures.
(64)
[vp [ e ]acc yude-ta ] < res >
/	 \
Dip e]	 yude-ta < th, res >
/	 \
yude< agt, th > ta[-tense]
The above schematic diagram illustrates how the result 0 role, being a natural target of property
ascription, must be assigned to the SPEC of IP. In order to achieve this result, the agent role,
which would have been assigned to the SPEC of IP if the non-state character had been preserved,
must be deleted.14 We therefore assume that the relative clause part in (65) has something like (66)
as its logical representation.
(65) [ e e yude-ta J tamago
boil-Past egg
'a boiled egg'
(66) kx(Ee')(Ee) [ boil(e) & Theme(e, x) & Result(e', e, x)
This, in turn, presupposes that a null operator of the relative clause binds two empty positions in
the following LF structure.
(67) [[ ei ei yude-ta]] ()Pi tamago
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Notice that two distinct 0 roles are assigned to the two empty positions; a theme role to the direct
object position and a result role to the subject position.15
The discussion so far centered around the subjectless relative clause that exhibits a result-state
interpretation, but our analysis proposed for such constructions naturally carries over to other cases
of stative relative clauses. First, let us consider the 'wearing' verb case, which we discussed at the
outset.
(68) [ ei booshi o kabut-ta hitoi
hat Acc wear-Past person
'the person who is wearing a hat'
The result-state reading of the relative clause portion of (68) should be represented in the following
way.
(69) kx(Ee')(Ee) [ wear(e) & Theme(e, the hat) & Result(e', e, x)
Just like (66), the external 0 role of the original verb, namely the agent role is deleted and is
replaced by the result role. In this case, however, the entity that undergoes a change and acquires a
new state is not the theme argument but the agent argument of the wearing event, a semantically
straightforward conclusion.
Unaccusative verbs in the sense of Levin (1989), Perlmutter (1978), Tsujimura (1991) and
others, are also expected to participate in this process.
(70) [ip NP [vp e kusat-] to yasai
rot - Past vegetable
'vegetables that are rotten'
(71) [1p NP [vp e sabi- ] to kugi
rust- Past nail
'nails that are rusted'
If these unaccusative verbs have their d-structure subject within VP, by moving the empty variable
in the object position to the SPEC of IP, which is anyway available, the latter position can serve as
the target of property ascription.
6. Concluding remarks
It has been shown that a peculiar behavior of the past tense relative clause in Japanese can easily be
accounted for on the basis of particular views of event structures and certain assumptions about
property ascription. Dethematization is shown to be a consequence of a 0 reanalysis that introduces
a new result 0 role, which then is assigned to the missing subject position for the purpose of
property ascription. The adjectival character of these relative clauses can be attributed to the
disappearance of tense and the stativity of the newly introduced result predicate. A single language-
specific feature of the past tense morpheme in Japanese has been shown to lead to certain
unexpected syntactic variations, a conclusion that is full accordance with the prevailing theory of
universal grammar.
NOTES
* I would like to thank Mamoru Saito, Yoko Sugioka, Masatake Arimoto, Young-Joo Kim, Sun Woo Lee, and
participants in SICOL '92 in Seoul for discussion and comments.
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1 Case particles GA, 0, NO, NI and the topic marker WA are abbreviated in gloss as Nom(inative), Acc(usative),
Gen(itive), Dat(ive) and Top(ic), respectively. The progressive forms te i-ru and te i-ta should receive a finer analysis
but for the purposes of the present paper they are treated as a sequence of the progressive marker (tei) and a tense
suffix, either the present -ru or the past -ta. Allomorphy is often ignored and a simple phonetic form is given
without any explanation. For instance, in (1) the verb stem has /kabur-/ as the dictionary form and the final
consonant assimilates to the voiceless dental stop of the initial consonant of the past tense suffix.
2 This, of course, depends on the semantics of the verb. If booshi o abur- 'to wear a hat' is interpreted as an
achievement verb phrase in the sense of Vendler (1967), the progressive aspect does not denote an ongoing action but
rather a result-state. The same verb phrase may be interpreted as an accomplishment verb phrase, in which case (2)
denotes the ongoing action of wearing a hat. Incidentally, if it is interpreted progressively, it is subject to the
"imperfective paradox" discussed in Dowty (1 977) and [Parsons, 1989 #1151 among others. Since only the result-
state interpretation is relevant in the present context, it will be assumed throughout the paper as if the kind of
ambiguity found in (2) does not really exist.
3 The lack of articles and overt singular vs. plural distinction in noun phrase makes it difficult to obtain uniform
translations in English with respect to these two features. Plural nouns with no article will be adopted as the standard
translation but sometimes a singular noun with the definite article is used when it makes more sense to do so. Such
variations in the English translation should not be taken as reflecting any significant differences, syntactic or
semantic, in the corresponding Japanese sentences.
4 The context-dependent null pronoun is given a uniform translation as a third person singular masculine pronoun
for convenience. The more accurate translation should be neutral with respect to these grammatical features.
5 I owe this observation to Mamoru Saito (personal communication).
6 Just like the progressive aspectual morpheme tei(ru), a finer analysis should attach te to the verb stem and separate
a as the resultative morpheme. A simplified notation is adopted for the present purposes. See Note 1.
7 This statement must be made more precise. There are cases in which the result-state reading is available even with
an overt 'subject'. The specifier position of IP, howerver, must not be lexically filled.
8 If we change the tense in (48) to the present tense -ru, then it can be said to involve property ascription if we take
the habitual statement as denoting a regular and recurring property of the subject.
(i) Taro ga tenisu o su-ru
Nom tennis Acc do-Pres
Taro plays tennis.'
It all depends on the analysis of the 'present' -ru and this will not be pursued in this article.
9 Contrary to Diesing (1990) and Kratzer (1989), and more or less following Parsons (1989), I assume here that
every eventuality-denoting predicate, whether stative or not and whether individual-level or not, has an "E"-position in
its logical representation.
10 This has a very natural and nice consequence. If the entire relative clause is embedded in a future context, the first
event, namely the boiling event, must be considered past only relatively to the second event (= state) that holds in the
future.
(i) watashi wa asu [ yude-ta ] tamago o kaw-u
I	 Top tomorrow boil-Past egg Acc buy-Pres
'I will buy a boiled egg tomorrow.'
The egg will have to be boiled prior to the speaker's buying it if the state of being boiled must hold at the time of
buying. This can be inferred from the logical form but does not have to be directly represented in it.
11 See also Abe (1991).
12 We are not really talking about the precise logical representations for the syntactic constituents in (55) and (56).
(57) and (58) are given merely to highlight differences between the two types of modifications.
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13 The derived adjective-like modifier often undergoes semantic drift, typical in lexical processes. Note also that
'bakage-' is a fossilized verb and is only used as an adjective 'bakage-ta' in the present-day Japanese. Some forms are
ambiguous between a tenseless adjective reading and a tensed predicate reading. It can be disambiguated by attaching
an adverb that goes well only with one type of reading.
(i) totemo kawat-ta machi [ adjective ]
very strange town
'a very strange town'
(ii) hayaku kawat-ta machi [ clause with tense ]
rapidly change-Past town
'a town that changed rapidly'
14 We mean a literal deletion rather than suppression here. The agent role cannot realize even in a postpositional
phrase.
(i)	 *[e e Taro niyotte yude-ta tamago
by	 boil-Past egg
(Int: 'the egg that is boiled by Taro)
Note also the lack of control discussed in section 2.
15 This might be taken as a violation of the bijection principle discussed by Koopman & Sportiche (1 9 8 1) since
an operator binds two variables. The only difference from other weak cross-over cases is that one gap c-commands the
other in the present case. Thus, under the definition of Koopman & Sportiche (1 9 8 1), the gap in the object
position does not count as a "syntactic" variable. If the empty category in the object position is a theta position, as
argued here, then a single entity receives two distinct theta roles in a single clause, an obvious violation of the theta
criterion in the sense of Chomsky (1981). Perhaps the fact that two eventualities are involved in the clause makes it
immune to such violations. This has to be left as an open question.
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